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Brian James Trailers are proud to announce that for 2013 we are co-sponsoring the new Radical SR1 Cup
championship, to celebrate this we have designed and produced the Race Shuttle SR1 trailer, this bespoke
trailer is the perfect choice to partner your Radical SR1 race car for next season.
Race Shuttle SR1 has a fully enclosed GRP clamshell body providing excellent weather protection and security,
its low drag aerodynamic design making for safe, stable towing when transporting your race car between races
or on test days. Our designers have produced a light, affordable, twin axle trailer with a galvanised steel fixedbed chassis and 2.0m long loading ramps. Securing your Radical has never been easier thanks to specially placed
anchor points in the trailer bed, wheel stop hoop and strap rings designed to suit the SR1 wheel base, making
positioning and securing all four race car wheels very straightforward without affecting suspension geometry.
Race shuttle SR1 from Brian James Trailers benefits from more than 30 years of trailer development and is
available from £5,000.00+ vat.
A range of carefully selected options can be specified to further enhance your Race Shuttle SR1 trailer including;
a 2 speed manual winch and a high level Storage Station designed to carry four race wheels and two 20 litre
jerry cans plus built in storage “cubby” compartments and an aluminium workbench. Race Shuttle SR1 can also
be ordered with a Hydraulic Tilt-bed option giving extremely low loading angle ability using 1.6m long ramps
without need for assistor ramps.
Option prices:
2 speed winch - £177.00+ vat

Store Station - £390.00+ vat

Hydraulic Tilt-bed - £410.00+ vat

All Brian James Trailers come with a 5 year chassis warranty and are fully approved to EEC directive 2007/46EC
for European whole vehicle type approval, LED interior lamps and a full trailer lighting system with 13 pin plug to
the latest Euro regulations are also standard.
Contact our sales team for more information, T +44 (0)1327 308 833. Email: sales@bjtrailers.co.uk
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Sopwith Way
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